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Picnic By The Republic Protest - Barcelona (18)
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кошики

Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Crowd of demonstrators called by Picnic by the Republic throw trash near the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Barcelona, Spain, October 20, 2019. Among the demonstrations that have been held against Catalan sentences since last week. They walk the streets with songs of 'The streets will always be ours' and sit in front of the Police Headquarters. Photo by David Jar/AlterPhotos/ABACAPRESS.COM
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